Set up remote learning
fast with free
limited-term licenses for
Ericom Connect.

Ericom Connect®
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Fast, Simple, Secure Browser-Based Remote
Application and Resource Access with No Installation
on Student Devices

Simple to Deploy - Easy to Use
Deploy Ericom Connect in under an hour and get classes up and running remotely, fast! With no client-side software, plugins or patches, it
is a low-complexity solution that requires no IT training or certification to configure or operate.
Students access applications and class resources via any standard browsers on any device – desktop, laptop, tablet or phone -- and from
any network. Ericom Connect delivers an intuitive and smooth experience for users, including support for MFA and 2FA, minimizing calls
to IT help desks.
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Ericom Connect: The Ideal Choice for Your Students and Staff
Great User Experience

Frees Up VPN Capacity

Low TCO

Easy HTML5 browser-based access
to apps, resources and data. Apps
look and work just like they do on
classroom, library or lab stations, so
there’s no learning curve.

Provides secure encrypted
communication with or without a VPN;
Since no VPN is required, removing
RDP traffic can free up much-needed
VPN capacity for the organization.

With low infrastructure requirements,
no specialized IT training, and no
certification requirements, Ericom
Connect is a cost-effective choice for
staff remote access.

High Performance

Simple Identity Management

Minimal Impact on IT Team

Built-in RDP acceleration &
compression technology minimize
network latency, even in low bandwidth
scenarios. Multi-tenant architecture is
designed for scalability.

Students and staff can be seamlessly
authenticated into their hosted web
and Windows-based applications
using standard SSO protocols (SAML
or oAuth); Supports MFA and 2FA.

Simple set-up, intuitive user
experience, easy monitoring, and
advanced reporting minimize IT staff
burden and enhance visibility.

Set up remote learning
fast with free
limited-term licenses for
Ericom Connect.

Technical Highlights
100% Web-based Administration

Easy-to-use, unified admin console enables IT staff to centrally deploy, manage
and monitor all resources and users from a single web-based interface.
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Powerful Security

Includes strong security features, including real-time intruder monitoring, logging
and event recording, MFA and VPN integration, integrated SSL Secure Gateway,
and more.

Multi Data Center Support

Universities and school districts can distribute access infrastructures across
multiple data center locations, while ensuring accessibility, reliability and
accessibility for students and staff.

Single Sign-On (SSO)
****

Supports seamless user authentication into hosted Web and Windows-based
applications through integration with standard SSO protocols (SAML or oAuth).

Powerful Reporting and Usage Insight

Dozens of built-in reports provide a holistic view of system resources, users and
session activity, making it simple to track and optimize application usage, monitor
productivity, measure system workload and health, and troubleshoot connectivity
issues/errors.

Highly Scalable and Robust Architecture

Supports thousands of hosting servers and hundreds of thousands of user sessions,
with efficient management of applications and desktops.

Get an immediate, high level view of the health of your system with
web-based admin console

About Ericom Software

“Ericom Connect…
The whole thing just
feels really intuitive.
You can create groups
of applications, groups
of servers, and groups
of users that you then
manage as a group. So
you can associate a group
of apps with AD items and
apply groups to hosts.”
Brian Madden,
Virtualization Expert

Configure, customize and view all published applications
and desktops

www.ericom.com

Ericom Software provides businesses with secure access to the web and corporate applications, in the cloud and on-premises,
from any device or location. Leveraging innovative isolation capabilities and multiple secure access technologies, Ericom’s solutions
ensure that devices and applications are protected from cybersecurity threats, and users can connect to only the specific
resources they are authorized to access. Copyright © Ericom Software
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